
1500 Bonus Points Top-up for Samsung Galaxy Note10 | Note10+ 
 

Terms & Conditions  

1. This Offer is provided by Samsung India Electronics Private Limited for its Samsung 

Smart Club Members (hereinafter referred to as “Offer”).  

2. The Offer shall be valid from October 13, 2019 November 30, 2019 (“Offer Period “) and is 

valid for a closed user group i.e. for select members having a minimum of 500 points in 

their Smart Club account who receive offer communication is sent on their registered 

Email and Mobile Number (“Eligible Customers”). 

3. Offer Coverage: Offer valid on purchase of Note10/ Note 10+ (“Product”) by Eligible 

Customers during the Offer Period at Samsung Smart Café and Samsung Smart Plaza. 

(“Outlets”). Offer is not valid on refurbished products.  

4. Offer Details: Eligible Customers who purchases Product during Offer Period shall be 

eligible to avail redemption benefit equivalent to value of 1500 points over and above 

existing Smart Club points.  Eligible Customer can generate a Samsung Smart club 

coupon by sending an SMS to 9902334411. Upon generation of the coupon, 1500 

additional points shall be added to the original coupon i.e. the customer will be eligible 

to get benefit of coupon value of original coupon amount + 1500 points. Member can 

redeem maximum of 5000 original points under this offer. Therefore, maximum points 

that can be redeemed for purchase of Product shall be 6500 i.e 5000 existing points + 

1500 additional points under this Offer. 

5. The Offer cannot be redeemed on any other product. 

6. This offer cannot be clubbed with other Smart Club offers on Galaxy Note10/10+.  

7. This benefit can be availed only once by a customer during the Offer period.  

8. This Offer is not available to (i) Bulk/ Commercial customers (ii) purchases made on E-

commerce websites/ applications (iii) Institutional customers (iv) Samsung Dealers 

(including their family members, employees – direct or indirect) and (v) Samsung 

Experience Consultants engaged at Samsung Smart Café and Samsung Smart Plaza.  

9. Member(s) agrees that Samsung shall not be liable for any claims, costs, injuries, losses 

or damages of any kind arising out of or in connection with the Offer.  



10. Products are subject to availability. 

11. Samsung reserves the right to disallow benefit under this Offer in the event of 

suspicious/ fraudulent redemption including but not limited to attempt(s) of redemption 

by person other than Smart Club member who received coupon codes.  

12. For any support related to Offer customer may reach out to Samsung at 

ssc.support@samsung.com. 

13. Samsung reserves the right to change, extend, amend and/or withdraw the Offer or 

change any of these terms & conditions anytime without prior notice.  

14. Decision of Samsung in relation to the Offer and matter incidental thereto shall be final 

and binding on the Participant. All disputes shall be governed by the laws of India. These 

Terms shall be governed by exclusive laws of India and the courts located at New Delhi 

shall have the exclusive jurisdiction in respect of all the subject matter with relation to 

the Offer. 
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